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Spring weather raises spirits on the Hill

Michael Del Moro
Daily Staff Writer

Annie Wermiel/Tufts Daily

Boston shuttle canceled
due to drunk passengers
by

Christy McCuaig

Daily Editorial Board

Tufts’ Boston Bus Shuttle,
which
transported
students between the Medford/
Somerville campus and downtown Boston on weekend
nights, was canceled last week
after Peter Pan Bus Lines of
Boston terminated its contract
with the Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senate for the rest
of the year because the company’s drivers were uncomfortable with the high incidence of
drunk student passengers.
Sophomore Senator C.J.
Mourning, chair of the TCU
Senate’s Services Committee, said
the cancellation was bad news
for students since the shuttle was
so popular that students were
sometimes turned away.
“It was very popular, which
makes it even more unfortunate that it had to be cancelled,”
Mourning said.
Both Mourning and Jamie
Brown, assistant director of student activities, said the company
provided only minimal details
as to why it canceled the shuttle, simply saying that its drivers didn’t feel safe with the high
level of intoxicated students riding the bus.
“They just said that they were
uncomfortable carrying intoxicated students,” Brown said.
Mourning had a similar
response. “I guess they just

weren’t expecting as many intoxicated students as were on the
buses. It was an overall concern,”
she said.
The shuttle ran for just over a
month, from the last weekend in
February to the last weekend in
March, according to Mourning.
It ran Friday and Saturday nights
every hour between 10 p.m. and
3 a.m.
Senior and TCU Historian
Alex Pryor is confident that the
shuttle will return next school
year, despite this year’s unexpected cancellation.
“I know the Senate’s dedicated
to it,” Pryor said. “We’ve had it
in the past and we have it in
our budget. It’s unfortunate [the
cancellation] happened so late
in the year when we couldn’t
start up again.”
She suggested that even if
Peter Pan will not resume the
shuttle service, other companies
might be able to take its place.
“I imagine there are bus companies that will do this,” she said.
“My guess [is] that we would
find another bus company that
would be willing.”
Pryor said that although the
shuttle was intended to provide
a safe means for Tufts students
— both intoxicated and sober —
to return to campus after spending the night in Boston, the prospect of transporting inebriated
students had not been clearly
see SHUTTLE, page 2
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Students want better dorm facilities,
longer reading period, survey says
by

Students relax in a hammock on the academic quad yesterday after the first wave of
spring heat brought them out of their dorms to enjoy the weather. As temperatures
rose into the 70s, some professors held their classes outside, while students took
advantage of the heat by playing frisbee or lounging in the sun.

Tufts’ Student
Newspaper
Since 1980

Respondents to the Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senate’s most recent survey
cited dissatisfaction with the university’s
residential facilites and overwhelmingly
supported the addition of a third day to
the fall reading period.
But the Senate received markedly fewer
responses than usual to the questionnaire,
which it administered between March 10
and March 30. The survey elicited 852
complete responses, down from the 1,327
of the Senate’s November survey.
The decline in participation may be
due to the fact that it was administered
in part during spring break, when “people [weren’t] necessarily checking their
e-mails,” junior and TCU President
Neil DiBiase said.
The majority of respondents were
underclassman liberal arts majors living
in on-campus housing. Members of the
senior class made up only 15 percent
of the respondents. Women replied in
significantly greater numbers than men,
accounting for 59 percent of respondents.
Respondents highlighted the renovation of facilities as the most important
issue facing residential life at Tufts, with
26 percent indicating it as the numberone priority.
Greater availability of on-campus housing and better upkeep of facilities ranked
second and third, respectively, garnering

22 percent and 20 percent. Out of the five
choices, “an improved sense of community” ranked lowest with 16 percent.
Eighty-one percent of respondents supported adding an additional day to the
fall reading period, which is currently two
days long.
In light of the strong support for this
change, DiBiase said the Senate should
push for it even though academic calendars are set years in advance. “Students
overwhelmingly support adding a day to
the reading period, and the Senate will,
hopefully, effectively advocate for that
change,” he said.
Forty-seven percent of respondents
said that, of all on-campus advertising,
they paid the most attention to that of
TuftsLife.com. Twenty one percent said
they paid the most attention to Facebook.
com’s advertisements.
One survey question sought to determine whether students supported the
creation of “a new space on campus dedicated to the diversity of the student body,
which would provide a physical space for
leaders of culture houses to collaborate
and program.” A slight majority of respondents said they were indifferent. Thirtythree percent supported such a move, and
17 percent opposed it.
Sophomore TCU Treasurer and Student
Outreach Chair Scott Silverman, who directed the survey, said he found the response
see SURVEY, page 2

Panelists discuss depression on college campuses

Meredith Klein/Tufts Daily

Panelists ranging from a medical professor to the sister of a suicide victim came to Tufts yesterday
to help raise awareness about depression in college. The talk, titled “Understanding Depression on
College Campuses,” took place in the Rabb Room from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m.
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The foil squad of
the men’s club fencing team captured a
national championship last weekend.

A Sackler School study
reveals that there
may be a connection
between genetics and
appetite.
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Police Briefs
We’re going to be honest
with you, officer: we’re
about to smoke weed
A Tufts University Police Department
(TUPD) officer saw three people outside of
Haskell Hall facing Powderhouse Boulevard
while he was driving by the residence hall at
3:05 a.m. on Saturday, April 5. The officer
reported that he observed one of the three
students holding a glass pipe.
Upon approaching the trio, he observed
the second student urinating on the building
and the third student watching. When asked
what they were doing, one of the students
said, “We’re about to smoke weed.”
When the officer then asked for identification, two students said they did not have any.
The officer, however, noticed wallets in both
of their pockets, and both students admitted
that they did, in fact, have ID cards.
When asked why they had lied, one
student said he was nervous that the officer
would confiscate his ID card. The officer
also noticed a small bag of marijuana in the
possession of one of the students. The pipe
was disposed of and a report was sent to
the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs.

BPD to TUPD: We have your
student
The TUPD received a call at approximately 3 a.m. on Friday, April 3 from the
Boston Police Department (BPD) saying they
had placed a Tufts student in custody. The
student was not arrested, but was simply
placed in protective custody. When he
made contact with a BPD officer outside
of Club Mantra on Temple Place, he was
confrontational and belligerent.
According to TUPD Sgt. Robert
McCarthy, the student was placed in a
special holding cell.
“You have to be drunk [to be placed in

such a cell.] When deemed sober they’ll let
you go,” McCarthy said.
The student was not charged and was
released after at least four hours.

DHL delivery man gets a little too cozy in the Campus
Center
TUPD officers were called to the
Campus Center to speak to its manager at 3:15 p.m. on Wednesday, April 9.
According to the manager, an employee
of the delivery company DHL had been
coming into the Campus Center, removing his shoes, bringing in food, eating and
leaving his space messy.
The manager had asked him repeatedly
not to come in and take his shoes off, but
the DHL employee did not stop. The manager then called TUPD. When the TUPD
officers came, the delivery man agreed to
leave the area and never come back.
“If he had his shoes on, that might have
helped,” McCarthy said.

What’s in the mystery bag?
A TUPD officer on Professors Row saw
two males between the Chi Omega sorority and Delta Upsilon (DU) fraternity at 2:15
a.m. on Sunday, April 6. The officer noticed
that the individuals were putting something
into a black bag, but when the group saw
the officer, one of them dropped the bag
on the ground.
When approached and asked what they
were doing, the individuals said they were
just leaving the party at DU. The officer
observed a piece of paper sticking out of
the bag, which turned out to be a group
photo of all the DU brothers. Also in the
bag, the officer found three books, some
rolling papers and a condom. When asked,
one of the individuals said that they had

acquired the items inside DU.
“He said he took the books because he
wanted to read them,” McCarthy said. One
of the individuals was a Tufts student, but the
other person was a visiting football recruit.

A Boston Avenue skirmish,
a broken window and a
pitchfork
TUPD received a call at 2:33 a.m. on
Sunday, April 6 about an incident on Boston
Avenue. TUPD officers drove to the scene
at 361 Boston Ave. and noticed a large
group of students in front of the house
there. They observed a fight involving six
to 10 individuals, with 25 to 30 people
watching. One non-Tufts student fell off the
retaining wall across from Dunkin’ Donuts
and was taken to the hospital. Armstrong
Ambulance Service and the Medford Fire
Department were called.
Police later discovered that there had been
a party in the house and that the fight had
started because the residents wanted an
uninvited guest to leave. The residents asked
the individual’s friends to persuade him to
leave the house. Once he was outside, the
individual in question picked up some bricks
and threw them at the house.
After the student had thrown the
bricks, residents noticed that a window
in the house was broken. When confronted, the individual stated that he had
thrown bricks that damaged the drainpipe, but he did not break the window.
The alleged brick thrower also claimed
that another person had approached
him with a pitchfork but had not tried to
hurt him. The party was broken up, and
the residents of the house were informed
of their right to make a complaint in the
Somerville Court.
—compiled by Christy McCuaig
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After survey, Senate to focus on accessibility
SURVEY

continued from page 1

to this question surprising. The level of
indifference depicted in the results conflicts with the amount of support he has
witnessed for improving campus diversity, he said.
DiBiase thought the question’s wording was flawed. “The question was a
little ambiguous, and that might have
been a reason for the ambivalence in
the results,” DiBiase said, adding that
a lot of campuses have been building
“multicultural spaces” to emphasize
diversity in the student body.
He said the Senate included the
question to get a general sense of students’ opinions on the subject and that
the TCU hopes to expand upon that
research in the future.
Students were also asked to indicate the amount of money they spend
monthly on out-of-pocket student
programming.
Eighty-seven percent of respondents
said they spent $50 or less a month on
programming, and about 10 percent
said that they spend between $50 and
$100. Three percent said they spend
over $100 a month.
DiBiase said he was surprised by
these results.
“I think something that’s not discussed a lot on campus is the amount of
costs students are paying,” DiBiase said.
“I don’t believe that anyone’s experience

weather forecast

should be impacted by their inability to,
say, pay $7 for tickets to a show.”
Students were also asked if they
thought the TCU Senate made a difference on campus. Fifty-eight percent
said yes, about 32 percent were unsure
and 10 percent said no.
Silverman said that this is one concern the Senate struggles with the most.
“We ask that question every time we put
out the survey and we see pretty much
the same results every time,” he said.
The treasurer hopes the Senate will

“Students overwhelmingly
support adding a day to
the reading period.”
Neil DiBiase
TCU president
have a redesigned Web site by next
semester. He feels this would improve
the student government’s accessibility and transparency. The site would
include individual Web pages for each
Senate committee.
The final question of the survey
asked whether students were interested in hearing about the progress
of the Senate. Fifty-seven percent of
respondents said yes, and 43 percent said no.

Saturday

Sunday

Senate hopes to bring
shuttle back next year
SHUTTLE

continued from page 1

articulated to the bus company.
“When we make a deal with the bus
companies, we never propose [the students’ projected sobriety] to them,”
Pryor said.
Peter Pan did not expect to deal with
intoxicated students, she added. “They
were surprised by how bad it was.”
A Peter Pan representative could not be
reached after repeated inquiries.
According to Brown, the bus company offered suggestions to counteract the
threat of the intoxicated students.
The company gave the TCU the option
of providing security at the bus stops both
at Tufts and in Boston. This was not a feasible option for the Senate, Brown said.
The Boston Bus Shuttle has existed
for about four years. It was discontinued for the fall semester due to
lack of interest and funding, but after
last semester’s Senate survey demonstrated increased enthusiasm, it was
re-commissioned.
Originally, the shuttle was contracted with Joseph’s Limousine and
Transportation. The Senate decided to
switch to Peter Pan when the shuttle
resumed this semester. Peter Pan runs
similar services with other schools in
the Boston area.
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“It’s an incredible feeling. I’ve been on this
high for the past few
days since it happened.
It’s the perfect end to
my career here.”
Dan Tovrov
club fencer
see Sports, back page
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The Lab Report | News from Tufts Researchers

Sackler School research shows key link between
genetic makeup and ability to control appetite
by Jennifer

Sudeep Bhatia and Peter Radosevich |
Crackers and Curry

Brier

Contributing Writer

The ResLife debate

T

While nearly everyone is guilty of overeating from time to time, some people
may be more genetically prone to excessive munching than others.
At least that’s what Maribel Rios, assistant professor of neuroscience at the Tufts
Sackler School for Biomedical Sciences,
has found. She and her team of neuroscientists recently concluded that a certain
gene, the brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), is crucial for regulating satiety in mice.
BDNF encodes for a protein located
within the brain and the periphery.
During a meal, the gut, stomach, liver
and other organs secrete signals that bind
to receptors in two regions of the brain:
the hypothalamus and the dorsal vagal
complex. This binding triggers other
molecular and cellular events, which
result in a behavioral output, like the
desire to stop eating.
According to Rios’ research, BDNF in
the brain plays an important role in the
processing of these signals arising from
the periphery.
The protein is not only present during human development, but also during
adulthood, according to Rios.
“Because it’s highly conserved
among species, including mammals,
the implication is that it’s pretty important,” Rios said.
While BDNF facilitates many of the
neuronal functions, Rios and her team
decided to concentrate on one relationship above all others.
“In my lab, we try to focus on its relationship with appetite control and effective behavior,” Rios said. “We already
knew that if you get rid of BDNF during
development you get an animal that is
really obese. The reason that these animals are so obese is that they can’t stop

DAILY FILE PHOTO

see BDNF, page 4

Funnel cakes such as these are only part of the impetus behind the Sackler School’s new
study on appetite control.

In Our Midst | Justin Mitchell

Freshman Justin Mitchell juggles hockey sticks
and piano keys in pursuit of a career in music
by

3

Emily Maretsky

Senior Staff Writer

After dropping his hockey bag in the
corner of the Bush Hall common room
following a grueling practice, freshman
Justin Mitchell usually collapses onto a
couch. Wearing a pair of green seersucker
shorts and a Choate athletics T-shirt, the
tall blond athlete looks like the stereotypical prep-school jock.
But amid the hockey gear strewn
around his dorm room, there is an old
keyboard hidden underneath a jersey.
To his Bush Hall neighbors, Mitchell
was a mystery at the start of the school
year, only seen lugging his equipment to
and from practice. But on occasion, Bush
residents would hear soft piano music
escaping through the crack under his
door.
While jokes used to circulate about a
secret Celine Dion obsession, Mitchell’s
hallmates soon realized that it was no
recording — the soft piano music was
actually Mitchell practicing on his keyboard. Unbeknownst to his peers, the
athlete from down the hall harbored a
secret ambition: to be a pop singer.
The Connecticut native did not start
out as a music man, however. His parents encouraged him to try various
sports as a child.
“When I was little, I had too much
energy … My parents heard that hockey
was tiring, so they handed me a stick and
put me on skates,” Mitchell said.
Mitchell’s initial foray into music

Courtesy Justin Mitchell

While freshman Justin Mitchell may look like a stereotypical jock, he is also a master pianist
with ambitions of becoming a pop singer.
was unsuccessful. He began taking piano lessons at age eight with a
strict piano teacher who only taught
classical music.
“I thought it was boring and hated it,”
Mitchell said. “For my first piano recital
… my parents had to force me out from
under the coffee table, which is ironic,
since now I’ll do anything to perform.”

But Mitchell’s perception of music
was turned around in middle school
when a new piano teacher took a break
from classical and began teaching him
popular music.
In his sophomore year of high
school, Mitchell transferred to Choate
see MITCHELL, page 4

his week, we have a guest
debater.

Tufts Students for the Improvement of
Residential Life and Community (TSIRLC)
is a group that believes on-campus housing
is “inadequate at best and is in dire need of
reform.” Its members are pushing for shortand long-term improvements for dorms. But
do the costs of these improvements outweigh
the benefits?
TSIRLC: First, we must address the notion
that changing residential life at Tufts is all
about money. Money is only a part of the
equation. If the university were to throw all its
funds behind ResLife, it would not solve some
fundamental problems. In truth, residential
life suffers from a lack of planning, imagination and funding. While institutions like
Harvard University, Yale University, University
of Chicago and University of Notre Dame have
realized that on-campus housing can be used
to instill a sense of belonging in students, Tufts
has remained in the dark.
Let us pretend that to solve the problem,
all the university had to do was spend more
money. Would this be a worthy investment?
Surely other important aspects such as faculty
resources, need-blind financial aid and academic facilities should take precedent.
An individual who thinks along those lines
fails to understand the potential long-term
financial gains of investing in residential life.
Tufts suffers from a 28 percent alumni contribution rating (this means 72 percent of
alumni did not give money last year). As this
is by far the lowest rating among peer schools,
it is part of the reason Tufts dropped a spot
in the U.S. News and World Report rankings.
Furthermore, corporations may begin to ask
a fundamental question: “Why should we give
you money, if your own graduates refuse to?”
Alumni are sending Tufts a clear message: They do not feel a strong connection
to the university.
It’s time to realize what our peer schools
have realized: Increasing funding for ResLife
does not amount to ignoring other essential
aspects of university life; instead, it lays a foundation for them. An active, motivated alumni
body is the bedrock of a successful institution.
Competing schools have long realized that the
way to create an active alumni body is by creating a student body community — a family.
They have used ResLife as the tool of choice to
create a tradition and build a community that
later becomes the bedrock of financial aid and
faculty resource funds.
With this in mind, Tufts should not shy
away from investing in new community-focused housing, spending money to guarantee
on campus housing, or making sure that common rooms bring people together.
Residential life is one of the cornerstones
of a residential college, and ignoring it is like
removing one of the legs from a table. Tufts
cannot treat residential life as if its students
were simply traveling in taxis, or staying in
hotels. We must do our best to ensure that
students truly feel at home and among family. Let’s not fool ourselves into believing that
ResLife is not a worthy investment.
Peter and Sudeep: The members of TSIRLC
claim that money is not the only problem
with ResLife — they say it lacks planning
and imagination. But the best “planning and
imagination” will result in zero progress without funding. ResLife can only be improved by
charging students more money or by reprioritizing Tufts’ finances. In either case, costs
outweigh the benefits.
see RESLIFE, page 4
Sudeep Bhatia is a junior majoring in
philosophy; Peter Radosevich is a junior
majoring in political science. They can be
reached at Sudeep.Bhatia@tufts.edu and
Peter.Radosevich@tufts.edu, respectively.
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Crackers and Curry
respond to ResLife
RESLIFE

continued from page 3

The price of college has skyrocketed over the
past three decades. Colleges have increased
their tuition by 90 percent since 1976. During
the same period, the median family income
has grown only by 10 percent. Families now
pay considerably more for a Tufts education
(almost $49,000 a year). Any increase in college tuition will only add to their woes.
Almost 75 percent of students in America’s
top 146 colleges come from the richest economic quartile. Just 3 percent come from the
poorest. Higher tuition costs hurt the poor
the most and increase the inequality already
prevalent on our campus.
Besides harming the already disadvantaged,
higher tuition may also reduce the quality of
students coming to Tufts. Recent research by
economist Caroline Hoxby has shown that
high aptitude students prefer lower tuition,
lower room and board charges, and generous
financial aid packages. Fancy dorms aren’t the
best way to attract these students.
Instead of higher tuition, Tufts could reprioritize some of its expenditure and cut funding to academic activities and financial aid.
But this goes against the fundamental goals
of providing the best education to as many
people as possible, hurts the quality of students and thus the alumni returns available in
the future.
Even if better residential life increases
future alumni donations (though no evidence for this fact has been provided), there
are other ways to invest current funds. Tufts
could put more money into athletics or into
our horrendously coordinated intramurals,
increasing student involvement in communal activities. It could also spend more on
research and faculty, thereby attracting lucrative state grants and increasing its reputation
in the academic world.
Tufts has already spent a lot on its students
— remember the $22 million Sophia Gordon
Hall? Don’t forget that it’s still a growing university with limited finances. To require the
dorm quality of Harvard and Yale on our campus is not only naive and unnecessary, but
also counterproductive.
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Link between gene and obesity could be key to treatment
BDNF

continued from page 3

eating. We found that whereas female
mutant mice were 200 percent heavier,
mutant males had a 100 percent increase
in body weight,” Rios said.
Rios noted that this increase was quite
striking.
“To me, the implication is that
[BDNF] is a pivotal factor in appetite
suppression — nature can’t really compensate for this lack,” she explained,
explaining that other labs had come to
similar conclusions.
But after some research, Rios and her
Sackler team were faced with the question of whether a lack of BDNF in the
brain during adulthood would lead to an
over-consumption of food.
“In all of the mice which were obese,
the expression of BDNF was terminated
during a developmental period. Was this

obesity due to a developmental brain
abnormality or a lack of BDNF activity in
the mature brain? These possibilities are
not mutually exclusive,” Rios said.
Rios hoped that the latter, a decrease
in activity in the mature brain rather than
a brain abnormality, would be the result.
“A malformed brain is not very easy
to fix, but if BDNF signaled for satiety, if
you can restore it, then obese individuals
might have more control over how much
they eat,” she said.
The team tested this hypothesis.
“We were able to show that caloric signals, especially glucose, indeed
increase levels of BDNF in the hypothalamus. This is consistent with it
playing a part in meal termination,”
Rios said. “But the real proof was to get
rid of the gene in an adult animal when
development of the brain had been
completed. We exclusively got rid of

it in sub-regions of the hypothalamus
called the ventromedial and dorsomedial hypothalamus.”
These regions are particularly crucial
for controlling body weight.
After Rios deleted BDNF through
genetic manipulation, she noticed a
drastic change.
“These animals showed excessive eating and became obese,” she said.
According to Rios, the result occurred
quickly, within days of depletion of BDNF
at a maximal level.
“This was a really exciting finding.
Effectively it makes the BDNF pathway a
viable target to develop therapies to treat
morbidly obese patients,” Rios said.
Because the BDNF gene in mice and
the BDNF gene in humans are related,
the link between obesity and the gene
could help in the development of future
treatments for a large number of people.

Launch of first EP and planned tour dates are first steps on
path to future musical success for freshman Justin Mitchell
MITCHELL

continued from page 3

Rosemary Hall, a boarding school in
Connecticut. Once there, he divided
his time between his musical interests and sports, learning songs on the
piano independently and teaming up
with a friend to form a band called Pep
Rally Friday.
Over the following years, however,
hockey moved to the top of his priorities as he worked his way up to cocaptain of the team by his senior year
and Pep Rally Friday didn’t live up to
his expectations.
After high school graduation,
Mitchell joined a junior hockey team
based in Lawrence, Mass., where he
worked two jobs and lived with hockey
roommates in an apartment during
the season.
But a turbulent relationship between
Mitchell and his roommates forced the
athlete-musician to take up residence in
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his car for three weeks, where he spent
time writing songs alone.
In mid-December of that year, during
one of his loneliest points, Mitchell was
accepted to Tufts.
Mitchell explained that adjusting to
the college atmosphere has had its benefits and difficulties.
“It’s nice to be around people for a
change,” he said. “But it’s [been a] big
adjustment from not being in school to
coming back, a rude awakening.”
Mitchell said that he appreciates his
new Tufts teammates as opposed to
those he played with before coming to
college. “The guys [on the team] here are
more aware of real life,” he said. “They
aren’t complacent like the guys I knew
last year.”
Although he was shy at first, Mitchell
now welcomes his hallmates to his room
to listen to his songs. The soft rock he
composes, often expressive songs about
relationships, usually surprises people

who aren’t acquainted with him — and
now, the freshman frequently sits his
peers down on his ratty old couch to
play an impromptu concert.
Mitchell explained that the appeal of
pop music is the fact that it has the widest audience of any genre.
“Although it’s relatively generic, it just
resonates with all people; it can apply to
almost anybody,” he said.
His room is crowded with his hockey
equipment and keyboard, but he manages to make room for both, just as he
has done for the past few years.
In between academic pursuits and
hockey, Mitchell has fit in efforts to form
a band. He now has a bassist, drummer
and guitarist, and recently recorded a
four-song EP called “Toll 4,” in addition
to launching a MySpace.com site.
Mitchell recently hired a booking
agent and is planning to play eight shows
in New York City this summer, in addition
to a few college gigs next fall.

Fifth Annual WSSS
Water Resources
Leadership Lecture
“Water Challenges:
Past, Present and Future”

Dr. Perry McCarty

Winner of the 2007 Stockholm Water Prize
Silas H. Palmer Professor Emeritus
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Stanford University

Discussant: Dr. Heather MacKay

Chair of the Scientific and Technical
Review Panel of the Ramsar Convention of Wetlands

Friday, April 11, 2008
2:00-3:30 pm
Barnum Hall 008
Reception to follow

Student grant aid will be reduced by $1000 for all applications completed after June 16,
2008.
Students who complete applications after August 1, 2008 will be ineligible to receive Tufts
grant aid for the Fall semester.
You are encouraged to contact Student Financial Services in writing by April 15th if extenuating
circumstances prevent you from meeting our deadlines.

For more information, please call 617-627-3645
or visit www.tufts.edu/water/McCarty
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Theater Preview

HYPE! mime troupe’s spring skit is entertaining beyond words
by

Emma Bushnell
Daily Staff Writer

What comes to mind when
you think of “mime?” Do you
think of the words “fresh,”
“clever,” “hilarious” or “poignant?” If not, you have clearly
never been to a performance
by HYPE!, Tufts’ very own
mime troupe. Fear not, because
HYPE!’s annual spring show is
coming up on Sunday night.
HYPE! is one of Tufts’ performance treasures. Founded
in 1988, it is the only collegiate
mime troupe in New England.
The troupe, 11 strong, boasts
absolutely no hierarchy. “We
try to keep ourselves as equal
as possible,” junior Lauren
Fisher said.
This ensemble’s attitude
shows through not only in
HYPE!’s rehearsal process, but
in its performances as well.
One minute the troupe is
relaxing, snacking on energy
bars in sweats in an Aidekman
Hall rehearsal space; next, the
music starts, and without any
director’s cue, the group runs
onstage physically and emotionally transformed.
HYPE!’s skits run the gamut
from hilarious to deeply emotional, bringing together a well
rounded and satisfying show.
To keep ideas fresh and readable, and to keep with HYPE!’s
no-leader policy, no skit can
claim just one author.
“We have so many ideas, and

Courtesy Lauren Fisher

The mime in the back forgot that the best part of an imaginary roller coaster ride is the descent.
they are so varied,” Fisher said.
“Up until the last minute, it’s all
revision by everyone.”
The skits are short, silent
vignettes
set
to
music.
Sometimes the ideas for skits

come from the music and sometimes the other way around, but
the two are always very closely
connected.
When there are several
musical options for a particu-

lar skit, the troupe gets together to decide as a group on the
right choice.
During these sessions, all of
the options are played by the
original author, or authors, of

the skit. In most other groups,
these meetings would lead to
petty bickering over which song
fits the emotions or the sets
the tone better. But for HYPE!,
when the right song comes on,
everyone points excitedly to the
speakers and shouts, “There!
That’s the one!” and they waste
no time getting down to work.
The skits are fascinating
for audiences because, as the
troupe emphasizes, there is no
right or wrong way to interpret
them. During a rehearsal, the
troupe asked the small audience what two characters had
been standing on in one scene.
Answers ranged from a bridge
to a roof garden. The entire
troupe was quick to assure the
audience that both answers
were right, and that all they
had to do was make the setting
more clear.
But fundamentally, according to HYPE!, it doesn’t matter
whether the audience sees a
bridge or a roof garden. What
matters most is that the audience stops seeing “a man miming drinking at a bar,” and
starts seeing “a man drinking
at a bar,” which is what invariably happens, and that’s what
makes these shows so much
fun to see.
Still not convinced enough
to attend HYPE!’s spring show
at 8 p.m. on Sunday in Cohen
Auditorium?
“Tell them we’re wicked rad,”
says the troupe.

Movie Review

‘Smart People’ is too smart for its own good
by

Emei Willis

Contributing Writer

Just like its smug title, “Smart People”
is an almost unbearably pompous “dramedy” about similarly unlikable charac-

Smart People
Starring Dennis Quaid, Sarah
Jessica Parker, Thomas Haden
Church
Directed by Noam Murro
ters sifting through their dull lives. The
plot structure is nonexistent, the characters experience no turning point or
epiphany, and the dialogue sounds as if
it were written by a 10-year-old who had
just discovered a thesaurus for the first
time and wanted to drop a big word in
every sentence.
“Smart People” is not awful, but it is
not really entertaining either. It’s about
a family struggling. Not struggling to
overcome some great conflict or divide,
but just struggling through life.
Unfortunately, most of the audience
will also struggle to finish watching
this film.
Lawrence Wetherhold (played by
Dennis Quaid) is a college professor in
the middle of a bad day (after already
having suffered through 17 bad years).
His car gets towed, the book he’s been
working on, ironically titled “You Can’t
Read,” is declared unpublishable, he suffers a bump on the head and he has a
trauma-induced seizure.
The next series of events comes in
sharp contrast to the problems plaguing Wetherhold. His time in the hospital
allows for an unexpected encounter with
a former student, Janet (Sarah Jessica
Parker). Now filled out and the head of
the ER, Janet comes face-to-face with
Wetherhold, her former schoolgirl crush,
who unfortunately has never bothered to

cinemablend.com

The last thing you hear before Dennis Quaid gives you a roundhouse kick? No one knows, because dead men tell no tales.
learn a student’s name. They embark in
an unlikely relationship in which neither
seems to genuinely care for the other.
And somehow, between a doctor and a

supposedly smart professor, neither can
properly use a condom.
As a result of his seizure, Wetherhold
is forced to find a chauffer to drive

for him for six months. His scam-artist
brother, Chuck (Thomas Haden Church),
see SMART, page 7
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Celebrate Israel’s 60th
Birthday TODAY at…
Tufts Israel Festival 2008
** Campus Center **
* 11 am – 3 pm *
LIVE Performances by:
The RIFF – 12:00
(Israeli Music Cover Band)
Shir Appeal- 1:00

FREE
Falafel*Prizes*
Israeli Music*Tree
Planting* Snacks *
Activities and more!

Israel…Still Hot at 60!
Sponsored by: Tufts Hillel, Tufts Friends of Israel, The
David Project, Israel Campus Roundtable.

Friday, April 11, 2008
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Fusion concert to feature AsianAmerican artists
The annual Fusion concert,
described as a “spoken word,
hip-hop and rock concert,”
is tonight at 9 p.m. in the
Dewick-MacPhie dining hall.
The concert is a joint effort
between the Asian American
Alliance, formerly known as
the Asian Community at Tufts,
and Onyx, Tufts’ black literary
and visual arts magazine. Asian
American musicians will perform for most of the night, but
there will also be a poetry slam
session, hosted specifically by
Onyx.
There are two opening acts
for the concert: When It Comes
It Comes and Eli Kao. When
It Comes It Comes is a band
headed by Tufts sophomore
Erik Doughty, while Kao is a
composer and guitarist from
nearby Cambridge.
The main performers for the
night are Kit Yan and Melissa
Li, musicians from the Boston
area. Yan is a transgendered

artist from Hawaii who uses
slam poetry as a medium for
artistic expression. Together
with Li, a folk-rocker, Yan has
embarked on the Good Asian
Drivers tour of the United
States. Through their music
and poetry, the artists strive
to deliver honest portrayals of
queer Asian Americans.
Sophomore Addy Tang proposed the idea of Yan and Li
coming to Tufts for this annual
concert.
“Kit approached us with an
interest to perform, and he
is very involved in the Boston
Asian community,” Tang said.
“The concert definitely reflects
the title Fusion because there is
a large mix of performers from
the Asian American, African
and queer communities.”
The Fusion concert is free
and open to all with a college
ID.
— by Catherine Scott

PORTUGUESE IS BACK!
After 14 years of absence, the
Department of Romance Languages
is re-opening its Portuguese Program.

cinemablend.com

Bad hair and an even worse sweater: sure signs of smart people.

Bad dialogue and comedy-drama
confusion make ‘Smart’ stupid
SMART

continued from page 5

becomes his often late and inept
driver. Chuck’s arrival disrupts
the attempts of Wetherhold’s
daughter, Vanessa (Ellen Page),
to earn a perfect score on the
SAT.
As a Dick Cheney wannabe,
tax write-off seeker and perfect
housewife, Vanessa is probably
the most intriguing character in
“Smart People.” Her interaction
with Chuck begins as an innocent intrigue between two very
different people but develops
into an uncomfortable and awkward sexual tension between
uncle and niece.

The main problem
with “Smart People”
is that it is being marketed as a comedy.
These unique and insufferably real characters are at the
heart of this film. The acting is
mostly phenomenal, except for
Parker’s performance. Quaid’s
role as the widower and literature bully is a departure from his
hero role in the recent “Vantage

Point” (2008). The way Quaid
brims with a combination of
unspoken angst and arrogance
in each scene grants his character a hint of empathy, despite
his obvious flaws.
Page also shines, solidifying
her abilities to embody challenging characters. These actors do
the best they can with the abominable script, making it easier to
endure their bumbling dialogue.
The main problem with
“Smart People” is that it is
being marketed as a comedy.
Unfortunately, it is far superior
as a character study of intelligent and socially stunted individuals than it is as a witty,
wisecracking satire.
“Smart People” includes
several wicked zingers that are
sure to provide some chuckles, but more common are its
tragically beautiful scenes, like
when Wetherhold goes through
each aisle of Goodwill to buy
back his recently deceased
wife’s clothing. The loss of
Wetherhold’s wife is expressed
as a painful raw emotion
instead of being glossed over.
It is the uncomfortable reality
of these characters that should
have been the focus of the film
rather than their forced and
unlikely conclusion.

Check out the new courses for
Fall 2008
ML-001
ML-091

Portuguese 001 - Elementary Portuguese
Portuguese 091 - (Special Topics in
Brazilian Culture)
Até pronto!
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Doonesbury

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

by

Wiley

solutions

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Nutty

Late Night at the Daily
Solution to Thursday's puzzle

Matt: “Evans, come in here, I wanna show you something.”
Evans: “I hope it’s gonna be what I think it’s gonna be...”
Carrie: “He’s gonna show you his wiener!”

Please recycle this Daily
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Housing

Housing

Summer Sublet-er WANTED!
Three bedrooms available for
summer sublet in spacious 2-floor
apartment on Bromfield. Easy
walking distance from Davis, Teele,
and Tufts. Features eat-in kitchen,
dining room, living room, basement
with free laundry. Price negotiable.
Contact Nicole.Siegel@tufts.edu.

Funky 3 Bedroom
Huge funky 3 bedroom, 7 room
apartment in Victorian house.
Dishwasher, Storage, W/D in basement. Decks, great light, hardwood
floors. Nice kitchens. Studio. Near
end of Capen St. Call Rick for further
details. $2100/mo. 781-956-5868.
Or Email: Gosox08@mac.com

5 Bedroom Apartment
Views of downtown Boston.
Minutes to Davis. One street up
from Packard. One minute to Tufts. 5
Large rooms. One new kitchen. 2 Full
baths. 2 porches. 1 large living room.
Mixture of hardwood/new carpet
floors. Available June 1st. One year
lease. Rent $3200. Call Dave 617680-4319 or email iou-1@msn.com.

Housing

Housing

8 Bedroom
Eight bedrooms. Two kitchens. Two
bathrooms. Right next to school.
Great price of $4000 or $500 per
bedroom. Good Shape. Call 617448-6233

3 Bedroom Apartment
From $1785/Month, Call (781)
863-0440. Modern 3 Bedroom
apartments next to Tufts; New
Washer & Dryer; Newly refinished
hardwood floors; New Windows
throughout; Modern Kitchens and
baths; garages available, front &
rear porches, no fees.

4 Bedroom
Two four bedroom Apartments
very close to school. $2200 for
each. Washing machine + dryer in
basement. Safe and in good condition. Call 617-448-6233

Luxurious 3 Bedroom Apartment
Stunning apartment on Chetwynd
Rd. minutes to campus. New kitchen
and bath, hardwood floors, high ceilings, lots of light. New heating system, private washer & dryer, storage
in basement. Front and back porch.
Garage parking. Available June 1st.
$2300/month. Please call Arthur for
details and showings 617-901-9518.

Wanted

Storage
McCarthy Self Storage. 22 Harvard
Street Medford, MA 02155. 781
396 7724. Business hours Mon
thru Fri 8am to 5pm, Sat 9am
to 245pm, Sun 10am to 245pm.
Space available to students. Close
to Tufts Univ. 5*5*3 $30, 5*5*8
$48, 5*8*8 $62, 5*10*8 $67,
5*12*8 $77. Please call for more
information.

What do you need to know?
COMMENCEMENT 2008
http://commencement.tufts.edu

3 Bedroom Apartment
For rent starting June 1. Very close
to school. Washer, dryer, dishwasher. For information call Danny
(781) 396-0303.

BABYSITTING JOB
Local Tufts alum (close to Tufts)
seeking responsible, patient, loving,
energetic, non-smoking part-time
babysitter. Hours and scheduling
flexible. Salary commensurate with
experience. Please call Faith at
(781) 258-9027 for details.
Got sperm??
$$ Got Sperm $$ --Cambridge.
Up to $1100 /month. Healthy MEN,
wanted for California Cryobank
sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE: www.spermbank.
com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

FOR TUFTS AND MUSEUM SCHOOL

studio art courses

2008

Services

Event

r e g i s t e r n ow
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f i lmm a k i n g , p a i n t i n g , p r i n t m a k i n g ,
j e w e l r y m a k i n g , c e r a mi c s, v i d e o,
p h o t o g r a p h y, s c u l p t u r e, a n d mo r e !
Visit www.smfa.edu/tuftscourses for a complete schedule and description of
courses. Courses are held at Tufts ( Lane Hall) and the Museum School Campus.

w w w. s m f a . e d u / t u f t s c o u r s e s
Continuing Education Office | School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston | 230 The Fenway | Boston, MA 02115
617-369-3644 | coned@smfa.edu | www.smfa.edu/tuftscourses

COUPON

Pirates’ McLouth showing potential
NL

continued from page 11

Nate McLouth of the Pittsburgh
Pirates. Patterson won the starting center field job in spring training and seems to be a favorite of
Cincinatti skipper Dusty Baker,
who also managed him in Chicago.
He’s hitting .278 with four homers
and a steal so far this year, and an
average of around .270 with some
decent power and speed is not an
unreasonable expectation.
McLouth, however, is the one
with more potential. He’s hitting
.390 with a homer and two steals,
and he was voted by his teammates as the most likely Pirate to
have a breakout season. Patterson
could be a nice fill-in until Jay
Bruce takes his job, but McLouth
is a star in the making.
In deep leagues, spot starting is essential. Spot starting
is the strategy of adding pitchers who are scheduled to start
the following day and replacing

them with other pitchers the
next day. By carefully picking
the right pitchers, this can be a
very powerful strategy.
For instance, yesterday Adam
Eaton of the Phillies was scheduled to start against the Mets.
Eaton, who has a mediocre
career ERA of 4.69, has fared
particularly well against the
Mets, allowing just 14 runs and
34 hits in 43.2 innings. Picking
up a starter in such a situation
would be a solid move, assuming he is available.
The most important thing to
note about fantasy sports is that
even with the utmost preparation
and intense thought, nothing is
guaranteed. Brett Myers could
win the Cy Young while Johan
Santana finishes the season with
a career-high ERA of 5.40. A-Rod
could bat .245 with 19 home runs
or .350 with 65 homers. Take
nothing for granted, but have fun
— it’s only a game.

Spotty relief pitching may continue
to plague the struggling Tigers

$3.00 off

AL

continued from page 11

and Aquilino Lopez have some
promise, but neither is likely to
be dominant and both are far
from sure things.
While Fernando Rodney and
Joel Zumaya are both quality relievers, they are also both
hurt. Zumaya is not expected
back until July at the earliest;
even if he does return, there is
no guarantee that his velocity
will return as well, considering
the shoulder problems that he’s
had. Rodney is expected back
somewhat sooner, but there is
no timetable for his return.

(min.$10.00 order)

Try our NEW RANCH PIZZA
WITH

(Chicken, bacon, special ranch sauce)
OPEN TILL 3AM EVERYDAY EXP:03-31-08

Only from online order www.pizzadays.us

781-33-TUFTS (88987)

COUPON REQUIRED ,PLEASE GIVE IT TO THE DRIVER

The Tigers will score a ton of
runs, their current slump notwithstanding, and their week of
poor play will be forgotten as soon
as they run off a winning streak.
They are likely to give the Indians
all they can handle in the race
for the Central Division, and they
may very well find themselves in
the wild card spot should they
end up behind the Tribe. However
fluky their early-season results
may be, the Tigers will need to
overcome their pitching problems
if they want to continue playing in
October. Otherwise, they will look
back to the first week in April and
wonder what might have been.

StatISTICS | Standings
USILA Div. III Men

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Lacrosse

Baseball

Softball

(6-4, 3-2 NESCAC)

(6-3, 2-3 NESCAC)

(11-7, 2-1 NESCAC East)

(15-5, 3-0 NESCAC East)

NESCAC OVERALL

Middlebury
Wesleyan
Tufts
Bowdoin
Conn. College
Colby
Trinity
Bates
Williams
Amherst

W
6
4
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
1

L W
0 9
1 6
2 6
2 6
4 5
3 6
3 4
4 3
4 4
4 6

L
0
3
4
3
5
3
5
7
4
5

Individual Statistics
A
19
2
1
2
2
3
1
1
3
1
46

NESCAC OVERALL

Middlebury
Amherst
Trinity
Wesleyan
Colby
Tufts
Bowdoin
Bates
Williams
Conn. College

W
6
4
4
2
2
2
1
2
1
1

L
0
1
1
2
3
3
2
4
4
5

W
6
8
6
5
6
6
6
4
2
5

L
2
1
3
4
4
3
3
5
5
6

Individual Statistics

D.J. Hessler
Clem McNally
Ryan Molloy
Connor Ginsberg
Chase Bibby
Matt Caple
Jamie Atkins
Patrick Devine
Mike Cortese
Brett Holm
Team

G
14
14
10
8
6
4
5
5
3
4
90

P
33
16
11
10
8
7
6
6
6
5
136

Goaltending
Matt Harrigan

GA Sv S%
82 116 .586

Sarah Williams
Amanda Roberts
Courtney Thomas
Emily Johnson
Chrissie Attura
Maya Shoham
Alyssa Corbett
Jenna Abelli
Michelle Crothers
Alyssa Kopp
Team

G
16
20
21
18
12
16
9
12
3
1
129

A
17
8
3
5
11
6
10
4
3
3
71

P
33
28
24
23
23
22
19
16
6
4
200

Goaltending
Sara Bloom

GA
83

Sv
82

S%
.497

DIVISION

NESCAC East
Trinity
Tufts
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby

W
6
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
3
5
2

OVERALL

T
0
0
0
0
0

W
20
11
10
4
9

L
0
7
8
9
5

DIVISION

T
0
0
0
0
0

Individual Statistics
Steve Ragonese
Dave Katzman
Nate Bankoff
Chase Rose
Alex Perry
Ian Goldberg
Ari David
Corey Pontes
Ben Walkley
Kevin Casey
Alex Grzymala
Eric Catalanotti
Derek Miller
Team
Pitching
Pat O’Donnell
Jason Protano
Adam Telian
David Gibbs

IP
28.1
28.0
28.0
15.0

NESCAC East
Trinity
Tufts
Bowdoin
Bates
Colby

W
6
3
1
1
0

L
0
0
4
4
3

as of Apr. 7, 2008

OVERALL

T
0
0
0
0
0

W
12
15
15
1
6

L
6
5
6
10
7

T
0
0
0
0
0

Individual Statistics

IWLCA Div. III Women

AVG HR RBI
.507 5
33
.409 0
7
.406 0
2
.405 1
12
.390 0
13
.386 2
20
.371 0
11
.348 0
22
.333 0
0
.304 0
15
.286 0
3
.281 0
9
.250 0
0
.355 8 161

Christy Tinker
Samantha Kuhles
Casey Sullivan
Megan Cusick
Danielle Lopez
Laura Chapman
Roni Herbst
Cara Hovhanessian
Heather Kleinberger
Maya Ripecky
Allison Drobiarz
Jenna Robey
Team

AVG HR RBI
.460 4 17
.417 0 13
.415 4 19
.365 1 12
.354 4 22
.333 0
4
.327 0
7
.326 2 11
.320 1
7
.268 2 13
.231 0
2
.222 0
0
.354 18 128

W
3
3
3
1

Pitching
Lauren Gelmetti
Stefanie Tong
Izzie Santone
Kim Miner

W
6
5
3
1

L
0
1
2
0

ERA
1.27
3.21
5.79
4.80

SO
14
24
21
7

IP
40.0
37.0
29.0
22.0

L
1
0
1
3

ERA
2.80
2.27
2.66
5.09

Ranking, team (first place votes)
1. Salisbury (15)
2. Gettysburg (1)
3. Middlebury
4. Cortland
5. Washington State
6. Ithaca
7. Lynchburg
8. Haverford
Also receiving votes: Tufts

SO
36
22
22
8

as of Apr. 8, 2008

Ranking, team (first place votes)
1. Salisbury (19)
2. The College of New Jersey (1)
3. Franklin & Marshall
4. Gettysburg
5. Hamilton
6. Washinton & Lee
7. Middlebury
8. Union
20. Tufts

NFCA Div. III Softball
as of Apr. 9, 2008

Ranking, team (No. 1 votes)
1. Texas-Tyler (8)
2. Louisiana
3. DePauw
4. Linfield
5. St. Thomas
6. Lynchburg
7. Redlands
8. Methodist
17. Tufts
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Team continues to struggle in bid for recognition
CLUB SOCCER

continued from page 12

The first-years have become the
core of the program. The starting
midfield quartet of Dirk Fruitema,
Louis Virgadula, Adam Cohn and
Danny Santarsieri has shown great
improvement over the course of
the season and has helped stabilize the team. Although there
are now fewer players than in the
fall, the entire roster has shown a
greater commitment, particularly
the freshmen, which has paid dividends on the field.
“Last season we couldn’t get
everybody together every single
game, so it made it hard to get
a consistent roster,” Swing said.
“The two most important things
are consistency and commitment,
so when we got those together,
everything clicked. We don’t really
have practices because it is really
hard to find fields, so pretty much
our practices are our games.”
The Tufts defense, which has
only yielded one goal this spring,
has been rock solid in the past
few games. Primarily composed of
grad student Eben Stickney, seniors
Doug Mann, Luke Nicholson
and John Schonborn, and a trio
of underclassmen in freshman
Jordan Stutt and sophomores Matt
Horder and Jim Frantz, the back
line has not conceded a goal in the
last 350 minutes of play. Thanks
to the stalwart defense and some
key saves, Swing has posted three
shutouts and a goals-against average of 0.25.
Up front, the offense has outscored its opponents by a 9-1
margin thus far. Sophomore tricaptain Jon Zindman is the team’s
leading scorer with three goals and
two assists and is also the club
team’s career scoring leader with
11 points in 14 games. Mann has
also contributed two goals thus far
from his defensive position while

fellow senior Jake Gross is also a
multiple goal scorer. Senior tricaptain Cyrus Kharas, who along
with freshman Adam Cohn netted the other goals this spring, has
teamed up with Zindman to lead
the team up front.
While the recent success has
been a welcome sight for members
of the team, they are still struggling to gain some recognition as
an official club team. The athletics
department has told members of
the squad that it would like to lend
its support, but there has been little
progress on that front. For a group
that includes former varsity soccer
players at Tufts, they are now finding it more difficult to earn respect
as a club team — but at the same
time, the club game has its perks.
“I myself did play for Tufts for
two seasons,” Zindman said. “A lot
of the guys who play tried out. It
is better to be on club in some
ways. A lot of guys came together
and a lot of them were rejected
from the team. It is not the best
system; it is very political and a lot
of players come to us because we
take everyone and everyone plays
on our team. Maybe we aren’t the
most skilled team, but everyone
out there wants to play and everyone is going to play.”
According to Swing, members
of the Senate have met with the
athletics department recently in
order to try to push for more recognition of club teams. The captains
also met with Assistant Athletic
Director Branwen Smith-King two
weeks ago to try to gain support for
the team.
“The Daily has already written
a few articles about club sports’
problems with being recognized,”
Swing said. “Since they came out,
we met with the Senate and we
met with [Smith-King], who said
that the main reasons we can’t
have a recognized team are medi-

cal liability and the fact that they
are afraid we would infringe upon
the varsity soccer team.”
In their minds, the players aren’t
asking for much: only to be recognized as an official club sport by
the school and granted access to
the fields for their games.
“The last two years we have
been organizing things ourselves,
and we can schedule games and
are in the process of getting jerseys,” Swing said. “It isn’t really a
funding issue — it is more in terms
of recognition. We play for Tufts
and we deserve to be respected
and recognized as such. We lay
ourselves out there every game.
Personally I have been to ER twice
for the Tufts name, so we would
like to be respected and recognized by Tufts and be able to use
our fields.”
For now, however, the team
will carry on and continue to play
under its own banner. With possible games lined up against schools
such as Northeastern, Holy Cross,
Fairfield and Dartmouth, there
will be plenty of opportunities to
continue to build on the recent
string of success. With their play,
the members of the team hope to
prove to be a competitive team
that can be an alternative for athletes who seek an avenue outside
of varsity athletics.
“The players themselves love
the game and are out there to play
soccer,” Zindman said. “That is
part of the reason we have club
— so that everyone who wants
to play has the opportunity. They
come to us to get a good game
in, to get a good team, and we are
trying to keep it as professional as
possible. We want to keep it as a
legitimate team and when we are
one hundred percent polished we
will see where it goes from there.”
Tufts will next take the field
Sunday against Northeastern.

Always maintain the correct balance
between school and play.

Courtesy Eric Berg

Sophomore Sam McCauley fences during the club national championships Sunday in Northampton, Mass. McCauley fenced B strip for the foil
squad, which went on to claim first place and a national title.

Foil squad looks forward to a
potential repeat bid next year
FENCING

continued from page 12

including Cornell and Army.
After losing just five of 29 bouts,
Tufts emerged as the winner of
its pool and moved on to the single-elimination bracket portion
of the competition, where it was
seeded third out of 24 squads.
From there, the foilists took
down No. 14 Northwestern, No. 6
Clemson and No. 2 Arizona State
to advance to the championship
match. The early-round successes were vital to giving Tufts
the confidence it needed against
William and Mary.
“When we went into the
[Arizona State] match, we just
wanted to stomp on some heads
and shock them so that William
and Mary would know who we
were,” Tovrov said. “Once we did
that, that’s when the pressure
was taken off. So in the gold
medal match, we were able to
just come out and fence.”
The team’s confidence was
several matches in the making, as throughout the season,
Tufts proved it could compete with the best. On Feb. 17,
for instance, the foilers took
fourth — just one bout behind
Boston College — at the 2008
New England Championships,
a competition also open to varsity teams. Once it realized it
could contend with such talented squads, Tufts began
expecting big things from itself
at Nationals.
“During the regular fencing
season, we fenced varsity teams
such as MIT and Brandeis,”
Jamison said. “They all have
multiple coaches and practice

three hours a day every day of
the week. We practice two hours
a day, three days a week. We
were underdogs against them,
and we fenced pretty well. At
club nationals, we were with club
teams that practice only as much
as we do and aren’t recruited at
all. So we knew we had a shot to
do very well.”
Tufts’ all-freshman epee
squad provided the fencing team
another highlight of the tournament, overcoming its inexperience to take 20th place. Firstyear Huy Ngu placed eighth in
the individual epee championships, while Jamison took 12th
in the foil. The sabre squad also
came in 20th.
The foil team will graduate
Tovrov, a four-year contributor, but McCauley, Jamison and
freshman Eric Berg are expected to create a formidable trio
next year. Considering the talent returning, a repeat bid is not
entirely out of the question.
“I would like to go,” Jamison
said. “Obviously it’s expensive,
but I think we’d have a chance to
do very well. Eric can hopefully
be our B strip, and Sam is a very
good fencer. He’ll just continue
to get better because he literally
does something related to fencing on an hourly basis.”
“Not that we weren’t motivated before — we were obviously extremely motivated to
get to this level — but I think
that motivation is going to stay
there and it’s just going to drive
these guys,” Tovrov added. “I’m
very confident that each fencer
will step up their game one
more time.”

Williams’ 10 points keep women’s
lacrosse unbeaten out of conference

College Students
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There is something about
facing an out-of-conference
opponent that brings out the
best in the women’s lacrosse
team.
Behind a 10-point performance by senior attack
Sarah Williams, the nationally ranked No. 20 Jumbos
scored a 17-7 wipeout of
Endicott yesterday afternoon
in Beverly, Mass. Now 6-3
on the season, Tufts has
now outscored its opponents
74-22 in four non-conference
games this season.
Coming into the game with
23 points on the year, Williams
had herself one of the best
single-game performances in
program history, tallying four
goals and six assists to lead
the Tufts cause. In the process, she became the first
Jumbo to reach double digits
in scoring since the team’s alltime leading scorer Rebecca
Black (LA ‘96) recorded 10
points against Wheaton on
April 2, 1996.

Trailing 4-2 at the 16:09
mark of the first half, Tufts
took command of the game
with a run that saw the team
notch 11 of the next 12
goals scored. Williams had
a hand in six of those tallies, while freshman NESCAC
Player of the Week Amanda
Roberts, sophomore Emily
Johnson and junior Chrissie
Attura combined for seven
goals during the stretch.
Tufts will next carry a threegame winning streak into a
crucial NESCAC matchup at
Bowdoin tomorrow afternoon.
Currently tied with Colby
for fifth in the conference,
the Jumbos will look to separate themselves in a tight race
in the standings. Heading
into tomorrow’s play, only
one game separates fourthplace Wesleyan from a pair of
seventh-place squads, Bates
and Bowdoin.
—by Sapna Bansil
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Inside the AL

Detroit’s slow start should be an aberration,
but its inconsistent pitching staff raises flags
by

Gideon Jacobs | Baseball, Football
and Poop Jokes

Peter Bendix

Senior Staff Writer

What’s wrong with the Detroit Tigers?
A team picked by most to win over
90 games and have a great chance at
the playoffs finally won its first game on
Wednesday, after seven straight losses to
open the season. Through Wednesday, the
Tigers have scored the fewest runs in the
American League and surrendered the
most. They are hitting .232/.311/.339 as a
team and have only five homers — two of
which are from the man who was replaced
by highly touted offseason acquisition
Miguel Cabrera, Brandon Inge.
The pitching side is not much better,
as the Tigers currently sport a 5.20 team
ERA and have almost as many walks (33)
as strikeouts (41).
Perhaps the worst aspect of the Tigers’
poor start is the fact that it began at
home against supposedly inferior teams.
Detroit’s first six games of the season
were at Comerica Park against the Royals
and White Sox, neither of whom can be
considered a contender this year. Part
of the reason Detroit was expected to
challenge for the Central Division crown
was the fact that the Minnesota Twins,
Kansas City Royals and Chicago White
Sox are all unlikely to be good, giving the
Tigers 57 winnable games. Detroit has
already squandered six of these chances
for wins.
Should Tigers fans simply give up now
that their team is five games out of first
place in early April? Absolutely not. Earlyseason results are highly scrutinized,
since that’s all we have to work with in
April. But games in April are worth the
same as the games during the rest of the
season. This poor stretch is as likely to
occur now as it is in the middle of June,
when it would receive far fewer headlines. The Tigers have enough established
players with long track records that one
week of poor play should not change
what we think of them. Their offense will
“wake up” — also known as regression to
the mean — and most of their offensive

Well, that was a weak roar

T

fans so far this season reminds

first time. Expectations are extremely
high and everyone is extremely anxious
to meet the mystery man, but he just
wants to get off on the right foot and not
screw up too bad.

MCT

Things have not looked up for manager Jim Leyland and the Detroit Tigers this season.
Expected to contend for a World Series title in 2008, Detroit dropped its first seven games
before picking up its first win of the season Wednesday against the Red Sox.
players should finish the season approximately where we expected.
Their pitching, however, does not
appear to be a fluke. Detroit is severely
shorthanded, in both the rotation and
the bullpen, and appears to have no solutions for this problem. Justin Verlander
is a very good pitcher but can only pitch
once every five days; Jeremy Bonderman
has the chance to be good but has been
too inconsistent to be counted on.
Beyond these two, the Tigers’ rotation
is a patchwork of has-beens and neverweres. Kenny Rogers has not struck out
100 batters in a season since 2004; this
is likely to catch up to him any minute. Dontrelle Willis is simply not the
same pitcher he was in 2005, while Nate
Robertson has always treaded the precarious line of giving up too many homers
and not striking out enough batters; last
year, his walk rate also rose, which hints

at poor results for this year. Additionally,
Detroit has very little depth to replace
any current starters who get hurt or perform poorly.
The Tigers’ bullpen is even thinner.
“Closer” Todd Jones makes Cleveland
Indians closer Joe Borowski look like the
Twins’ Joe Nathan in comparison. Jones
has struck out 61 batters total over the
last two years; few, if any, pitchers can
maintain effectiveness with a strikeout
rate that low. The crop of relievers in
front of Jones leaves much to be desired:
Currently, Detroit’s bullpen sports such
mainstays as Yorman Brazado, who struck
out 4.5 batters per nine innings in AAA
last season; 30-year-old Jason Grilli, who
has a 5.19 career ERA; Denny Bautista and
his 6.93 career ERA; and Francis Beltran,
who has a 5.87 career ERA. Bobby Seay
see AL, page 9

NL’s newcomers and breakout stars could
prove to be great options in fantasy leagues
Eddie Mishan

Senior Staff Writer

With the start of the MLB season comes
the start of the fantasy baseball season. As is
always the case, injuries, trades and lackluster performances have opened the door for
younger players to supplant older ones.
For example, the Cincinnati Reds dealt
outfielder Josh Hamilton to the Texas
Rangers in return for top pitching prospect Edison Volquez, who allowed one
earned run through 5.1 innings in his first
major league start to notch a win over the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Reds pitching phenom Johnny Cueto,
who is only owned in 9.1 percent of ESPN
fantasy leagues, has been solid. He held
the Milwaukee Brewers and Arizona
Diamondbacks to just six hits and three
runs in 13.1 innings.
In case those two have already been
snatched up, look no further than within the same division for more potential
stars. In his first start for the Brewers,
Manny Parra went 5.1 innings with seven
strikeouts. He ‘s a legitimate prospect who
pitched a perfect game in AAA last year,
and Milwaukee won’t be sending him
down again; there’s a reason they released
Claudio Vargas earlier in the year.
Move to the division-leading St. Louis
Cardinals, where there’s another hidden
gem in Todd Wellemeyer. He’s allowed
only three runs in 12 innings pitched while
striking out 13. He’s no fluke either; in 63.2
innings with St. Louis last year, he compiled a 3.11 ERA with 51 strikeouts.
In the NL East, Mike Pelfrey started in
place of an ailing Pedro Martinez for the
New York Mets Wednesday in the Mets’
8-2 rout over the Philadelphia Phillies
and allowed two runs and five hits over
five innings. He’s one of New York’s best

2008 Detroit Tigers and their
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Milwaukee Brewers third baseman Bill Hall connects on a three-run home run in a 13-4 win
over the San Francisco Giants on April 4. With four home runs already this season, Hall is
a good option for fantasy owners looking for power options.
prospects but hasn’t yet been able to put
it together on the major league level.
Nevertheless, keep an eye on him.
For those in the market for a few bats
to complement their young starters, there
are plenty available. Mark Reynolds, the
Diamondbacks’ third baseman who hit
17 homers in 366 at-bats last year, leads
the majors with five already this sea-

son. In addition, Milwaukee third baseman Bill Hall seems to have regained
his 35-homer stroke from 2006, as he’s
blasted four this season.
Those looking for a blend of power and
speed need to look no further than leadoff
hitters Corey Patterson of the Reds and
see NL, page 9

Well, the Tigers’ first two weeks kind of
went like this: They greeted their motherin-law with a “let’s hug it out” and an
ass-grab and proceeded to hit on their
sister-in-law with crappy pickup lines.
Then at dinner, the Tigers got a little too
wasted and began a five-phased lecture
explaining why sloppy seconds isn’t cheating. Finally, while their father-in-law was
sleeping, they tea-bagged him.
That’s right; in the last two weeks the
Tigers have unofficially tea-bagged the city
of Detroit.
Am I being harsh? Am I being unfair?
Sure I am. I know that the Tigers, like any
good guy who makes a bad first impression, will redeem themselves and show
their true colors. But this first week of
games could have been special. As a baseball fan, I really expected them to be
something extraordinary.
Other than my hometown Yankees, there
was no team I was more excited to watch
take the field this year than the Tigers. They
were a story. They were exciting! The Miguel
Cabrera/Dontrelle Willis trade put the city
of Detroit into a baseball frenzy. Detroiters
in desperate need of distraction with the
American car industry crashing around them
were finally getting one. Tickets were selling
out at record rates, merchandise was flying
off the shelves and new fans were popping
up constantly.
Detroit was becoming a baseball town
once again and it was because of an incredibly ballsy, out-of-left-field trade by GM
Dave Dombrowski. The Tigers mortgaged
the future, put all their chips on the table and
were going to let the baseball gods decide
their fate over a 162-game slugfest.
Awesome. This is why I spend the hundred bucks a year on MLB TV. This is what’s
so sweet about this game. And this is what
made the 0-7 start hurt so much.
A healthy Tigers lineup looks something
like this: Granderson-Polanco-SheffieldOrdóñez-Cabrera-Guillen-RenteriaRodriguez-Jones.
When I first saw that lineup, I felt like
I had stumbled upon something I wasn’t
supposed to see. I looked around to make
sure no one was peeking at my screen. Does
anyone else see this? I had to tell someone. I
needed someone else to freak out with me.
So, I called my mom — the lady knows her
baseball — and sure enough, she saw what I
saw. “Gid, the Tigers are stacked!”
So with this ridiculous lineup and a
decent pitching staff, why does the most
exciting team in baseball have the worst
record in the league?
Not because Curtis Granderson is hurt.
Not because Joel Zumaya is hurt. Not
because they don’t have the pitching or the
bullpen depth. It’s because in baseball, the
first couple weeks of the season are weird —
and sometimes, they are really weird.
Sometimes it takes time for good teams to
realize their potential and bad teams to come
back down to earth. Current division leaders
Baltimore, Kansas City, Florida and St. Louis
will not make the playoffs. The Tigers will,
eventually, go on a run and contend this
year. They simply have too much talent not
to. It’s just a shame that their opening week
could have been something more special
than just one giant tea-bagging session.
Gideon Jacobs is a freshman who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
Gideon.Jacobs@tufts.edu.
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Men’s Fencing

Foil squad of Tovrov, McCauley and Jamison captures national title
by Sapna

Bansil

Daily Editorial Board

After finishing just one point
shy of a national title two years
ago, the men’s fencing team’s
foil squad couldn’t even make
the trip to the United States
Association
of
Collegiate
Fencing Clubs (USACFC) championships last season. Unable
to afford the high travel costs,
Tufts had to sit the tournament
out and wait at least another
year for the chance to finish
what it had started in 2006.
That opportunity came last
weekend, when the team only
had to trek to Northampton,
Mass. for the 2008 club nationals. Given another chance to
compete on the national stage,
the foilers finally put themselves
over the top this time around.
Tufts’ trio of senior Dan
Tovrov and sophomores Sam
McCauley and Dan Jamison
bested a field of 32 squads to
capture first place in the foil
competition on Sunday for the
squad’s first national championship in recent memory. Foil’s
victory helped catapult Tufts to
a 13th-place team finish overall
at the championships.
“It’s an incredible feeling,”
Tovrov said. “I’ve been on this
high for the past few days since
it happened. It’s the perfect end
to my career here, and it’s just an
awesome feeling.”
Tufts clinched the title with
a 5-3 victory over No. 1 William
and Mary in the gold medal
match. With the tournament’s
top fencer, William and Mary
senior Tommy Hennig, a virtual lock to win all three of

Courtesy Alex Clark

The men’s fencing foil team, consisting of sophomore Dan Jamison, senior Dan Tovrov, sophomore Sam McCauley and freshman Eric Berg, pose with
the national championship trophy on Sunday. As a team, Tufts placed 13th at the championships.
his bouts, Tufts knew it had to
clamp down on the opposing B
and C foilists in order to win the
best-of-nine match.
“Their best fencer was by far
the strongest in the tournament,”

McCauley said. “We knew that
they probably had three victories
right there, so of the remaining
six bouts, we had to win five. If
any of us messed up on one of
them, all of a sudden, it would

have been that much harder to
win. It would have been very
easy for us to make a mistake
and lose it.”
The road to the gold medal
match featured several of the

best club fencing teams in the
nation. To begin the tournament,
the foil squad competed in Pool
1 with 11 top-caliber opponents,
see FENCING, page 10

Annual Beanpot Classic cycling race
set for this Sunday

Club Soccer

Courtesy Ben Anshutz

Sophomore tri-captain Jon Zindman tries to elude a defender during the team’s 3-0 victory last Sunday at Conn.
College. Zindman is the team’s leading scorer with five points this spring, as Tufts has gone 3-0-1 in its opening
four games.

After fall success, club squad rattles off
a four-game spring unbeaten streak
by

Ethan Landy

Daily Editorial Board

After a strong fall campaign, the
men’s club soccer team has returned
to action for the spring and, over its
past four games, is undefeated.
The squad, formed in the fall
of 2006, played in a competitive
Div. I New England league in the
fall and took on such teams as
BC, Brown and Vermont. Still,
Tufts held its own, recording a
1-0 win over Yale and falling just
a few plays short of a tie against a

nationally ranked BC squad.
The team has built on its fall performances, going 3-0-1 in the new
semester. The recent success has
also brought them closer to .500 for
the year.
In the last few weeks, Tufts has
twice defeated Conn. College and
also beat St. Anselm 4-0. The lone
game that did not end in a victory
was a 1-1 finish against the Harvard
junior varsity team, in which Tufts
allowed an own goal early in the
game. The latest display of the
team’s ability took place last Sunday,

when Tufts traveled to New London,
Conn. and easily dispatched Conn.
College 3-0.
“In the last four games, our
team has really come together,”
sophomore tri-captain goalie
Dalton Swing said. “Our defense
has been playing amazingly, we
have been getting some timely
goals and we have dominated the
midfield. It’s impressive because
that strong midfield of ours consists of all freshmen.”
see CLUB SOCCER, page 10

Courtesy Vince Chavanon

	Seen here in last year’s race, senior Jeremy Jo will once
again join the cycling team as it participates in the Beanpot
Classic, hosted by Tufts this weekend. The 9.6-mile time trial
and a 13-mile road race will take place tomorrow in Grafton,
Mass., while the undergraduate campus will host another
race Sunday morning. Over 450 participants are expected,
including the team from Tufts led by co-captains Judy Wexler
and Vince Chavanon.

